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Most arguments about evolution and intelligent design offer only anecdotal evidence and are inherently 
incapable of actually proving anything.  We must get better evidence in order to get to the bottom of this!  
Fortunately, the science of modern communications easily provides us with the tools we need to get 
answers.  Although the details are complex, the concepts are easily grasped by anyone with a high school 
education. 

This paper considers self-organization in nature and defines the difference between patterns and codes.  
It discusses the nature and origin of coded information, based on Information Theory, then extends the 
discussion from the origin of DNA to possibilities of Darwinian Evolution. 

http://www.cosmicfingerprints.com/


Order in Nature: Patterns vs. Designs 
 
Nature has self-organizing properties.  Rivers, waterfalls, sand dunes, tornados, hurricanes, weather and 
snowflakes all happen with no intervention from an intelligent designer.  Can self organizing properties 
also produce DNA and life forms?  That is the question. 
 
Not all patterns are designed, but all designs contain patterns. 

Patterns Designs 
Phenomenon How it is 

Produced 
Symbolic Representation Implementation 

Rivers & 
Waterfalls 

Water cycle + 
Gravity + 
Time 

Music 

 

 
Stalagmites 
& Stalactites 

Water + 
Gravity + 
Minerals + 
Time 

Washington 
DC 

 
 

Clouds, 
Weather, 
Hurricanes 

Hot air + cold 
air + heat + 
time 

Microsoft 
Windows 

 
 

Mountains Rock + Plate 
Forces + 
Weather + 
Gravity + 
Time 

Mount 
Rushmore 

  
Snowflakes Water + 

temperature + 
Gravity + 
time 

Chinese 

• Based on chaos (fractals 
& butterfly effect) 

• Formed purely from 
matter & energy 

• Exact copies are not made 
• Result of non linear 

systems (nonlinear 
differential equations 

• Requires no thought 

• Based on language 
• Matter + Energy + Will 
• Idea comes before implementation 
• Exact copies can be made 
• Information can be transmitted & represented via multiple media 
• Always the result of thought 

 
Can Patterns Lead to Designs?  That is the question I will address in this paper. 



 
How does DNA work? 
 
Definition: A nucleic acid that carries the genetic information in the cell and is capable of self-replication 
and synthesis of RNA. DNA consists of two long chains of nucleotides twisted into a double helix and 
joined by hydrogen bonds between the complementary bases adenine (“A”) and thymine (“T”) or cytosine 
(“C”) and guanine (“G”). The sequence of nucleotides determines individual hereditary characteristics. 
 
The letters in DNA are represented by Base Pairs.  A and T go 
together and C and G together, linking the nucleotide chains.  
The order does matter: A+T is not the same as T+A.  Since 
there are just four possible combinations, naming only one base 
on the conventionally chosen side of the strand is enough to 
describe the sequence. 
 
Because it is made up of pairs, instead of just one base, when 
DNA replicates it can “unzip” and the complementary chemical 
is automatically bonded to the other side.  So it makes a copy of 
itself. 
 
Is DNA “kind of like” a language?  Or it truly a language? 
 
DNA is not just a molecule or collection of proteins.  DNA is 
an encoding / decoding mechanism in which instructions for the 
assembly of a complete organism are symbolically represented 
by a four-letter alphabet (A, T, C, G).  In the same way that 
English has a 26-letter alphabet and computer languages have a 
two letter alphabet (1, 0), DNA has four symbols.   
 
And just like a human language or a computer language, DNA symbolically represents very precise 
instructions.  A very useful analogy can be drawn between human language and DNA.  A single base pair 
represents something less than a letter; it’s more like a 1 or 0 in computer languages.  (It takes seven ones 
and zeros to represent one ASCII character, for example.)   
 
A small group of base pairs form a nucleotide, which is the DNA equivalent of a character. 
 

DNA Language Analog 
Nucelotide Character 

Codon Letter 
Gene Word 

Operon Sentence 
Regulon Paragraph 

 
 
What do all languages have in common? 
 

• All languages abstractly represent something beyond the physical medium they are stored in.  
Letters for a printing press might be made of metal, but they can spell words that have nothing to 
do with metal. 

• All languages involve a speaker and a listener, a transmitter and receiver. 



• All languages involve an alphabet that has been selected and agreed upon between the speaker 
and the listener.  This can be a printed alphabet, sounds (phonemes), digital code (ASCII), music, 
sign language, or Chinese characters. 

• All languages have syntax: Specific arrangements of symbols that form words; rules of spelling 
(i.e. “I before e, except after c”), rules of grammar (adjectives come before nouns in English, but 
after nouns in Spanish), and common phrases.  In music, at any point in time the notes must all be 
in the same chord.  Rythms have to be in time.  This is not just true in English and music; it’s also 
true in C and Javascript and Computer Aided Design programs; and DNA. 

• All languages have semantics: What you say has to mean something.  It communicates a question, 
instruction, or description.  It’s not enough just to have adjectives that come before nouns, or to 
have a noun and a verb in a sentence, or to have I before e.  It has to make sense. 

• All instances of languages express intent.  There’s always a reason or a motive.  “Please pick up a 
gallon of milk on your way home from work.”  Yes, the sentence represents a desired action, but it 
requires a desire in the first place – the desire to have milk. 

• All instances of language are created and sent from the top down (intent > semantics > syntax > 
alphabet) and received and understood from the bottom up (alphabet > syntax > semantics > 
intent). 

• All languages have some form of error correction and/or redundancy, to compensate for lost 
information.  Computer languages have checksums and re-transmit commands; human languages 
have redundancy and missing words and letters can be replaced or inferred; DNA has error 
correction mechanisms as well. 

 
Dictionary definition of language:  

1. Communication through a system of arbitrary signals, such as voice sounds, 
gestures, or written symbols.   

2. A system of signs, symbols, gestures, or rules used in communicating: the 
language of algebra. 

3. Computer Science. A system of symbols and rules used for communication with or 
between computers. 

 
What are the layers / components of languages? 
 
Formal Casual Example Example of Phrase that is Missing 

This Element, but still has the 
other elements 

Pragmatics Intent You’ve got a green light - 
Semantics Meaning Did he steal that car? Julio cranks his sky for wooden 

cheese 
Syntax Grammar The car is red / Is the car red Dogs jumpy or strangers afraid of 

you should avoid definitely 
Statistics 

<> 

Alphabet Morse Code / ASCII / Pin Yin The Paomnnehal Pweor Of The 
Hmuan Mnid 

 
Why is “evolution” so pervasive and intuitive? 
 
Evolution is truly a household word.  Many of us use the word “evolution” on a daily basis, and indeed it 
accurately describes our everyday experience.  Technology evolves, and fast.  Just consider “Moore’s 
Law” – the observation that computing power doubles every 18 months.  The massive multiplication of 
computing power has transformed the modern world at a pace that was hard to imagine just 20 years ago.   
 
Markets evolve.  Businesses, industries and companies evolve.  Political movements and governments 
evolve.  Countries, cities and states evolve.  We ourselves evolve as we have new experiences, gain new 



insights, learn new things.  The very concept of evolution defines our concepts of progress and 
civilization. 
 
Evolution: A “Meta Narrative,” a story that helps people relate to our world 
 
When someone uses the word “Darwinian” in this context (for example, when they say “the drop in 
property values had a Darwinian effect on the local real estate agents”), they’re usually referring to the 
fact that evolution is a double-edged sword.  There are winners, and there are losers.  The winners push 
evolution forward at the expense of the losers, and there is pain and suffering involved.  Darwinism in this 
sense is a “meta narrative”, a story that explains and describes our everyday experience. 
 
What is the basic assertion of Neo-Darwinism? 
 
The concept of Neo-Darwinism is elegantly simple.  It says that random mutations in the DNA of plants 
and animals produces differing characteristics and new species.  The successful mutations cause the 
creature to be better able to survive and reproduce, and the successful creatures multiply.  The 
unsuccessful mutations cause creatures to be less able to survive and reproduce, so they die off.  “Natural 
Selection” is the process by which losers are eliminated and winners thrive.  Over millions of years, these 
small, incremental improvements produce more species and a greater variety of animals and plants which 
are extremely well-adapted to their environments. 
 
Daniel Dennett states that evolution occurs whenever the following conditions exist: (1) variation, (2) 
heredity or replication: the elements have the capacity to create copies or replicas of themselves and (3) 
differential 'fitness': a more fit organism makes more copies of itself, and a less fit organism makes fewer. 
  
What are the three kinds of evolution, and examples of each? 
 
When we use the term “Evolution” we are really referring to one of three things: 

 
1. Deliberate mutation + natural selection + time = Design 

 
#1 is different because the mutation is intentional.  An example of this would be five different brands of 
computer competing in the marketplace.  Designers and business people put all their intelligence and 
effort into developing and marketing the product, and natural selection (what consumers decide to buy) 
determines the winners and losers. 
 

2. Random mutation + deliberate selection + time = Design 
 
#2 is different because the selection is intentional.  An example of this would be a game of Scrabble.  The 
letters you get are chosen randomly, but you select the ones you want to use to deliberately spell words 
and rack up points. 
 

3. Random mutation + natural selection + time = Design 
 
#3 is what is claimed by neo-Darwinism to be the force behind life on earth, and as I said, this formula is 
elegantly simple. 
 
What I will demonstrate throughout this report is that while formulas #1 and #2 are completely and totally 
valid, with millions of successful examples - #3 is, surprisingly, invalid.  Specifically, truly random 
mutation and truly natural selection are fundamentally incapable of producing new information or 
significant new design advantages.  In this report I will prove, using information and communication 
theory, the following: 



 
Random mutation + natural selection + time = Extinction. 

 
Because random mutations can only degrade existing information, they cannot add new information.  I 
will demonstrate this using numerous examples in this paper. 
 
What is the Random Mutation Generator? 
 
The Random Mutation Generator (www.RandomMutation.com) is a program that demonstrates, using 
real language, what “Random Mutation” really means.  It makes random changes to text that you paste 
into a text box, altering either alphabetic characters or else binary 1’s and 0’s, your choice. 
 
Here’s a screen shot: 
 

 
 
This is a fun tool to play with.  As you add mutations, the message becomes less and less intelligible: 
 

 
 

http://www.randommutation.com/


 
 
You can see here that after 20 mutations, it’s almost impossible to discern what the original message was.   
 
After 50 mutations, the original message is completely erased: 
 

 
 
This has enormous implications for naturalistic evolution, because the Random Mutation Generator, using 
human language is exactly analogous to the random mutation of the DNA language.  Random mutation is, 
by definition, randomly changing letters in a digital code.  The Random Mutation Generator provides you 
with a chance to see a real-life example of something you may never have actually had an opportunity to 
see: What “random mutation” actually means. 
 
Now of course this is only half the equation.  The other half of the equation is using natural selection to 
extract a few useful mutations from the useless majority. 
 
Can we do this? 
 
Yes, we most certainly can.  Here’s how: We put a computer program into the generator, mutate it, and 
see if it runs better.  We write an advertisement, put it into the generator, mutate it, and see if it gets a 
better response.  We paste a database into the mutator, mutate it, and see if it makes our data more useful. 
 



You should try this – and see what happens.  Go to www.RandomMutation.com and play with this – see 
for yourself.  When you do so, a huge problem will quickly become obvious.  The problem is, you cannot 
make any message more meaningful by randomly changing it at the lowest level. 
 
As you can see, a new formula is beginning to emerge: 
 
Random Mutation + Natural Selection + Time = Extinction. 
 
What are some examples of evolution using the Random Mutation Generator? 
 
You’ll see, for example, that the Random Mutation Generator could correct a simple spelling error.  You 
could have a sentence 
 
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dok. 
 
This sentence has 37 characters.  What is the probability of changing the mis-spelled word “dok” to 
“dog”? 
 
The Random Mutation generator substitutes lower case letters, capital letters, periods, semicolons, spaces 
and carriage returns, so the total number of possible letters in each place is 26 lower case letters + 26 
upper case letters + 4 punctuation marks = 56.   
 
So with 37 characters, there are 5637 possible combinations of this sentence, which is 4.8 x 1064 
possibilities.   
 
So we see there is once chance in 4.8 x 1064 that the random mutation generator will correct just one 
simple, specific problem that obviously needs to be corrected. 
 
Remember that all but one of these mutations is going to add another mis-spelling to our already mis-
spelled sentence.  So in order to even have a chance of doing this, first we have to make a rather generous 
assumption:  We get to start, over and over and over again, with the first mis-spelled sentence (which 
assumes that our mis-spelled sentence can “survive” billions and trillions of trials and not become 
extinct). 
 
OK, so given that, how long would it take to correct this spelling error – to change “dok” to “dog” – using 
the random mutation generator? 
 
In the 13.7 billion years of the universe’s history, there have been about 1018 seconds.  So every second 
for the entire history of the universe, we would have to run the random mutation generator 1046 times.   
Just for comparison, there are only 1078 atoms in the entire universe.  Statistically, it is impossible for the 
random mutation generator to even correct one specific spelling error! 
 
As you play with the Random Mutation Generator, you quickly see that the mutations occur anywhere 
and everywhere within the sentence – they do not concentrate in any one place.  This is a big problem, 
because if our sentence 
 
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog 
 
Is ever going to say something slightly different, like 
 
The quick black fox leaped over the lazy dog 
 

http://www.randommutation.com/


The mutations obviously have to concentrate in the words “brown” and “jumped.”  There is only a one in 
9 million chance that five consecutive mutations will  be next to each other, to say nothing of those five 
mutations producing a different word that actually makes sense in English.  Let’s take the word “brown” – 
there are thousands of five-letter words that would fit here, and conceivably make this sentence more 
meaningful, or better “fit” for some purpose.  We could make a list of such words.  But when you do the 
math, it is literally impossible to invent a scenario in which anything useful happens in any reasonable 
amount of time.  Using just this very short sentence, it is literally impossible to produce an example of 
evolution using random mutation. 
 
What does mutation show us about language evolution? 
 
The problem lies in the fundamental nature of language.  Language isn’t simply made of characters, it’s 
made of words (that have to be spelled correctly), grammar rules (“is she here” is a statement, “is she 
here” is a question; the placement of the single word “is” completely changes the meaning, even though 
the words are the same) and then there is the question of meaning.  Take for example these two sentences: 
 
Please empty your trash 
 
And 
 
Kindly take out the garbage 
 
They mean almost exactly the same thing, but the words are completely different.  There is no gradual, 
incremental, step-wise path from one sentence to another, that produces an intermediate sentence that 
can survive.   
 
Michael Behe, in his book Darwin’s Black Box describes numerous examples of what he calls 
“irreducible complexity” – showing that a bacterial flagellum or an eye cannot evolve in a stepwise 
fashion – it has to be present in a completed form to be useful at all.   
 
While some of Behe’s examples are still being debated, these language examples (which are 100% 
analogous to the coding of DNA – this is a completely applicable analogy!) demonstrate their own form 
of irreducible complexity.  There is simply no way to get from “Please empty your trash” to 
“kindly take out the garbage” or to convert “The quick brown fox jumped over 
the lazy dog” to “the quick black fox jumped over the lazy dog” without either 
1) producing garbage in the intermediate sentences, which natural selection will inevitably reject, or 2) 
requiring an enormous, statistically remote, fortuitous accident.   
 
Conceptually, in order for this to ever work, you would have to substitute entirely new words, phrases and 
sentences all at once, and every intermediate step would have to represent a complete and “successful” 
idea.  If you had the luxury of substituting words from a thesaurus or dictionary, this could work – at least 
on simple sentences.   
 
But random mutation, at least as it is understood by modern evolutionary theory offers us no such 
mechanism.  And if the random mutation side of the equation cannot produce more information, then 
natural selection is not our friend – it is only our enemy.  Because natural selection will not produce new 
information, it will only kill off the losers.  Our efforts only produce extinct sentences. 
 
This is borne out by the famous fruit fly mutation experiments.  First suggested by Thomas Hunt Morgan 
in 1906 and carried out for several decades, fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) were bombarded with 
radiation to cause mutations, in the hope that a new species would be generated.  The only result was 



generations of fruit flies that became sterile or died out; had missing organs; feet growing out their 
mouths; and a myriad of new traits, always destructive, never constructive: 
 
"Most mutants which arise in any organism are more or less disadvantageous to their possessors. The 
classical mutants obtained in Drosophila usually show deterioration, breakdown, or disappearance of 
some organs. Mutants are known which diminish the quantity or destroy the pigment in the eyes, and in 
the body reduce the wings, eyes, bristles, legs. Many mutants are, in fact lethal to their possessors. 
Mutants which equal the normal fly in vigor are a minority, and mutants that would make a major 
improvement of the normal organization in the normal environments are unknown."—*Theodosius 
Dobzhansky, Evolution, Genetics, and Man (1955), p. 105. 
 
The Random Mutation Generator makes it easy to see why forced mutations never produced better fruit 
flies – the same reason it never makes for a better sentence.  And remember that the longer the sentence 
(i.e. the more genes in the DNA) the more likely it is for a mutation to be destructive instead of 
constructive.  
 
Scientific Advertising and Evolving Business 
 
The phrase “Scientific Advertising” comes from a book by the same title, written in 1918 by Claude 
Hopkins.  This, more than any other single book, defines the scientific method of maximizing Return On 
Investment by testing response to advertisements.  Hopkins’ methods have become the basis of all 
practices in the direct marketing industry ever since.   
 
Hopkins was the inventor of the coupon.  The purpose of a coupon is to make it possible for the seller to 
measure which ads, which publications and which offers produced the most response, and which ones 
didn’t. 
 
Scientific advertising is an evolutionary process in which the seller tests different versions of the same 
advertisement to determine fitness (i.e. how well it addresses a felt need of the prospective customer) and 
Natural Selection identifies winners and weeds out losers. 
 
Just as the language of DNA defines a biological design that either succeeds or fails, the language of an 
advertisement also causes the ad to succeed or fail. 
 
Simple Examples: 
 

Push Button Shave Cream 
Vs. 

Moisturized Shave Cream 
 

In tests, “Push Button Shave Cream” outperformed “Moisturized Shave Cream” 2:1 
 

 
What is Buffered Aspirin 

Vs. 
How to Stop a Headache 

Without Upsetting Your Stomach 
 

In tests, “What is Buffered Asprin” won by 50% 
 
 
 



Google Advertising: The Ultimate Darwinian machine 
 
The essential technique in scientific advertising is split testing – running two advertisements at the same 
time, in identical circumstances, and measuring the response of each. 
 
This used to be cumbersome – mailing out 1000 versions of letter A, and 1000 versions of letter B, or 
having half the copies of Time magazine have ad A and the other half having ad B.  Not terribly easy to 
implement or measure.  But now on the Internet, it’s easy.  The easiest place of all is Google’s advertising 
system, where you can bid on a keyword and run two, three, four or more ads simultaneously, anywhere 
in the world. 
 
Quick Explanation of How Google’s AdWords System Works: 
 
If you sell red wagons, you want people searching for “red wagons” to come to your website.  So you 
make a $5 deposit, bid on the keyword “red wagons” (minimum is 5 cents/click) and write an ad.  In a 
few minutes your ad will appear on the right side of Google’s listing (higher bids get you a higher 
position) and when people click on your ad, Google will send them to your website and charge your 
account. 
 

 
 
One of the most important aspects of Google’s system is the response to your ad – how many people see 
your ad vs. how many actually click on it.  That’s called the Click Thru Rate, and it typically ranges 
between 0 and 5 percent.  (Google requires a minimum of 0.5% or they will disable it.)  The better your 
response rate, the less you have to bid to have a good position in the listings. 
 
Small changes in the wording of an ad make BIG differences in response.  Here are some examples: 
 

Active Summer Camp  
Kids Develop Learning Skills in a  
Fun Filled Learning Environment  
www.SuperCamp.com  
Response Rate: 0.5% 
 

Active Summer Camp  
Kids Develop Learning, Listening &  
Communication Skills At Active Camp  
www.SuperCamp.com  
Response Rate: 2.0% 
 

 



 
The Two Towers 
Tolkien, The Two Towers, and  
Spiritual Symbolism  
tolkiensociety.org  

11 Clicks 
1.0% 

Lord Of The Rings
and The Spiritual Powers  
of Hobbits  
tolkiensociety.org 

8 Clicks 
0.7% 

Tolkien Spirituality
Is There Hidden Christianity  
In The Two Towers?  
tolkiensociety.org  

16 Clicks 
1.5% 

Spirituality of Tolkien
Hidden Messages in  
The Two Towers  
tolkiensociety.org  

20 Clicks 
1.9% 

 
 

Ethernet Basics Guide  
Handy Tutorial on Ethernet, TCP/IP 
5 Page Paper – Free PDF Download 
www.bb-elec.com 
Response Rate: 1.2% 
 

Get the Ethernet Basics 
Simple Tutorial on Ethernet, TCIP/IP 
5 Page Paper, Free Instant Download 
www.bb-elec.com  
Response Rate: 0.2% 
 

 
In Google’s AdWords system, as you test different ads and improve your response rate, your ad moves 
higher in the list.  You get more visitors to your website for the same amount of money.  So ads with a 
high response are more efficient, and ads with a lousy response rate are excessively expensive and 
ineffective.  Improving your response rate reduces your advertising cost.   
 
Since business on the Internet is highly competitive (just like everything else on planet earth), small 
improvements make a big difference in a businesses’ bottom line. 
 
So we have a thoroughly Darwinian process happening here: Mutation, Natural Selection and Evolution.  
This is a very powerful force on the Internet, as Google sells about $4 billion dollars of advertising with 
these little ads per year.  Hundreds of billions of dollars change hands as a result of the commerce 
generated by these ads.  Which company gets the business?  The company that writes the best ad, the one 
that most closely matches the needs of the person who’s searching. 
 
What’s fascinating about this is how very tiny changes make big differences.  For example: 
 

Simple Self Defense  
For Ordinary People  
Easy Personal Protection Training 
www.tftgroup.com  
Response: 0.8%  

Simple Self Defense 
For Ordinary People  
Fast Personal Protection Training 
www.tftgroup.com  
Response: 1.3%  

 
Only ONE word changed from the first ad to the second – “Easy” vs. “Fast” – but the difference is almost 
50%. 
 



How do you write a better ad?  You talk to your customers, you find out what they want, and you put 
those things in your ad.  You come up with more intriguing words and phrases, more powerful images, 
better verbs, and so on.  The profession of writing better ads is called copywriting, and a good copywriter 
never goes hungry.  It’s a highly valued skill. 
 

So here’s the $100,000 question… 
 

“Can random mutation create a better Google Ad?” 
 
Let’s find out, using this ad: 
 

Simple Self Defense  
For Ordinary People  
Easy Personal Protection Training  
www.tftgroup.com 

 
Now really, YOU should try this for yourself.  Go to www.RandomMutation.com and copy / paste this 
text in the box and see what happens as you Mutate the ad.  Here’s what happens when I do it: 
 
 
With 1 mutation: 
 

Simple Self Defense  
For Ordinary People  
Easy Personal Protect0on Training  
www.tftgroup.com 

 
With 5 mutations: 
 

Simple Self Def4nse  
For Ordinary Peopla  
Easy Personal Protect0ov Traininf  
www.tftgroup.com 

 
With 10 mutations: 
 

Simple SPlf Def4nse  
For Ordinary Geopla  
Emsy Personal Protect0ov Traininf  
ww8.tftgroup.com 

 
It doesn’t take you very long to figure out that improving these ads with random mutations is utterly 
hopeless.  It does a total hack job on our nice little ad.  In fact for this particular ad, if it started out with a 
spelling error – ONE letter that was wrong, that needed to be corrected.  Probability laws show us it 
would take 5680 or 7.2 x 10139 mutate / reset trials with the Random Mutation Generator to have one 
chance of properly correcting that tiny spelling error.  (Note that there are only 1080 atoms in the entire 
universe!) 
 
Again, if you play with the mutation generator yourself, you quickly see that the possibility of getting a 
new and better ad that says something different from the first one, still sensible and intelligible, is a big fat 
zero.  Random mutation cannot possibly accomplish this. 
 

http://www.randommutation.com/


So why is this? 
 
Here’s why: 
 

• Random mutation can only change the message at the lowest level: individual alphabet characters.  
The only place where this could even possibly be useful is fixing a minor spelling error.  And as 
simple as even that seems, it’s statistically virtually impossible, as I just demonstrated. 

• Ads must be written (or re-written) at a higher level of language than just the letters. To improve 
the ad requires changing entire words and phrases at once (syntax), expressing altogether different 
ideas (semantics) or expressing entirely different intent (pragmatics). 

• Random mutation only succeeds in fracturing all of these higher levels and effectively crippling 
them.  Only a talented mind can make useful improvements. 

• A computer program could be written to randomly substitute alternately words and phrases 
(instead of just individual letters) but that would require the computer to be programmed with 
synonyms or some kind of other vocabulary.   That, of course, would require a person to program 
those in, which obviously is not truly random mutation.  This would not correspond to any 
mutation process known to biologists; in fact the computer program would only serve to prove my 
point:  That for any language to evolve, the conditions must first be established by a mental 
process. 

• There is no incremental, stepwise process between this sentence and any other version of the 
sentence.  For example “Easy Personal Protection Training” and “Fast Personal Protection 
Training” have only four letters difference, but there’s no way to get from “Easy” to “Fast” in a 
series of steps.  Any sentence in between would be a spelling error, and would be eliminated by 
natural selection before the correctly spelled version could be produced. 

• Just because you “want” one word to get fixed, doesn’t mean the mutations will cooperate and 
focus on that one word.  In fact it’s almost statistically impossible for that to ever happen.  The 
mutations just screw up the parts of the ad that are already working.   

• If random mutations can’t even improve this ad, then it’s absolutely inconceivable that random 
mutations could ever write the ad in the first place!  You can try that, too – go to 
www.RandomMutation.com and just enter a line of blank spaces, then press Mutate!  See if you 
can get it to say anything intelligible. 

 
Please note that this example is not merely a crude, irrelevant analogy to DNA, but in fact 
corresponds directly to DNA and mutation.  Linguistic analysis is frequently used in genetics research.  
DNA is a language, just like English is a language, and mutations have the same effect.   
 
If anything, this example is wildly optimistic.  Please remember that this is a very small ad.  It only 
contains 11 words and 80 letters.  The bigger the ad, the more random mutation works against you and the 
worse your odds become of successfully accomplishing anything.   
 
The simplest micro-organisms are vastly more complicated.  Nanoarchaeum for example, a very tiny 
micro-organism which has 490,885 base pairs; that’s the informational equivalent of a 10-page letter, far 
more information than a Google ad.  If you paste larger pieces of text into the Random Mutation 
Generator, you’ll see this only makes the chances of beneficial mutations become worse. 
 
Now of course small micro-organisms are just the beginning.  Large mammals and humans have about 3 
billion base pairs, and our population is much smaller than that of tiny micro-organisms.  (It also takes a 
lot longer to produce a new generation of us, so evolution takes much, much longer.)  So the odds of 
random mutation improving the human genome, or causing an ape to evolve into a man, are so remote as 
to be completely impossible. 
 

http://www.randommutation.com/


Top Down vs. Bottom Up 
 
Naturalistic evolution theories assert that random changes at the alphabet level can, over long periods of 
time, produce useful changes at the higher levels.  But this assumption simply does not stand up to 
scrutiny; no one has ever produced an actual example or proof that this successfully takes place. 
 
Everything we know and observe about language is that the higher levels (intent and meaning) come first 
and the lower levels (semantics and syntax) are subordinate.  This is true of all languages, whether 
biological, human or digital.  Evolution can only be driven from the top down (i.e. by a deliberate 
mechanism of intent), because language itself is built from the top down – beginning with agreement 
between sender and receiver of what the code is going to be. 
 
What is information?  And what is the difference between a pattern and a code? 
 
The computer science definition of information is “processed, stored, or transmitted data.” 
 

• Information is always represented symbolically.  The content of information is distinct from the 
medium that carries it. 

• Information is not matter.  Information is not energy, either. 
• Information can be stored by matter (like words in a book) and it can be transmitted via energy 

(sound or light waves), but matter cannot produce information.  Nor can energy produce 
information. 

 
The Mathematician and Cybernetics researcher Norbert Weiner of MIT said, “Information is information, 
neither energy nor matter.  Any materialism that fails to take account of this will not survive someday.” 

 
In order for information to exist, a will must express intent by creating and transmitting the 

information.  Information is stored and transmitted via matter and energy, but neither matter nor 
energy can produce information by themselves.  Information always originates with a will. 

 
All codes contain patterns, but not all patterns contain code.  There are many identifiable patterns in the 
text you are reading, for example.   
 

Y Axis: 
Energy 

X Axis: 
Matter 

The Three Fundamental Entities 
Z Axis:

Will 



Rocks, snowflakes, crystals and hurricanes also contain patterns (many of them fractal in nature) but they 
do not contain any information.  They do not contain processed, stored or transmitted data.  There is no 
symbolic code in any of these things that represents something other than itself. 
 
If someone were able to show a process by which material processes produce information, he or she 
would surely win the Nobel prize, and naturalism might finally be placed on firm footing.  But in the 
absence even a single example by which non-living things can produce language, codes or protocols, we 
can only conclude that the information we find in DNA came from a Mind. 
 
The 7 layer communication model for computing vs. the 4-layer language model 
 
So far I’ve described a 4-layer model of information, which looks like this: 
 
Intent (Pragmatics) 
Meaning (Semantics) 
Grammar (Syntax) 
Alphabet (Statistics) 
 
The Information Technology industry uses a 7-layer model which is very similar to this 4 layer model: 
 
Layer 7 Application Meaning of data 

Layer 6 Presentation Building blocks of data and encryption 

Layer 5 Session Opening and closing of specific communication paths 

Layer 4 Transport Error checking 

Layer 3 Network Determination of data paths within the network 

Layer 2 Data Link Data transmission, source, destination, and checksum  

Layer 1 Physical Voltage levels, signal connections, wire, or fiber 
Source: The book “Industrial Ethernet” 2nd edition, by Perry Marshall and John Rinaldi, ©2004 ISA 
 
In computer systems and on the Internet, all data is represented by strings of 1’s and 0’s.  In most 
computer systems, there’s only one “stream” of ones and zeros, and everything is encapsulated in those 
digits. So layer 7 is inside layer 6, which is inside layer 5, and so on, all the way to the first layer.  You 
can think of the layers like those Russian Matrishka dolls.  There is a code within a code within a code, 
which at the lowest level is a voltage 
on a piece of wire.   
 
Most of these layers, by the way, 
have their own error checking and 
correction mechanisms, which keep 
data from being corrupted. 
 
When you send an email to 
someone, you have created a 
message with the four layers of 
language, and to send it you also 
invoke these seven layers, plus 
additional layers on top of these 7 
layers.  If you create a Microsoft WORD document with a photo and text inside, and email it to a friend, 
you’ve encapsulated the photo and text inside the WORD document, which is inside an email attachment, 



which is inside an email message, which is inside a TCP/IP packet (layers 3 and 4 in my chart) which is 
traveling inside an Ethernet cable (Layers 1 and 2).  In total, there are at least a dozen layers of encoding / 
decoding that you invoke just by sending your friend a simple email attachment. 
 
Important observation:  If you mutate the data at any particular layer, you damage the message at 
every layer above.   
 
If you put your Ethernet cable next to an arc welder and create horrible interference, you ruin all 
communication at levels 1, 2 and 3, and all the way up to the top.  If your WORD document gets 
corrupted while you’re saving it, all the data inside becomes unintelligible and your friend can’t open it – 
or when he does open it, it’s full of garbage characters.   
 
Computers have dozens of error correction mechanisms that most people never even think about, to 
prevent the data from having mutations. Why?  Because in information technology, there is no such thing 
as a desirable corruption of data.  There is no such thing as a beneficial mutation in the digital computer 
world.   
 
Random Mutations and Noise:  Exactly the same thing 
 
Mathematically, there is no difference between a random mutation and noise, such as the hiss you hear on 
a radio that’s tuned between stations, or such as what you see and hear on your TV when it’s tuned to a 
channel with no station.   
 
What does noise look like?  Turn your TV between stations to see: 
 

 
What noise looks like – how can you get information from this? 

 
Click here to hear what noise (true random statistical white noise) sounds like. 
 
Can you get information from noise? 
 
It is often said that given enough time, anything is possible.  Naturalists say that given infinite time (as 
though that were available), anything is probable. Is this true? 
 
Imagine turning on your TV and watching the noise on the screen and listening to the noise through the 
speaker.  (Most of this noise comes from the sun, by the way.)  Imagine that there are no radio stations 
anywhere, we’re only watching and listening for natural phenomena. 
 

http://www.tannah.net/noise.wav


How long would it take before you heard some music? 
 
How long would it take before you saw a TV show? 
 
It wouldn’t take a long time for these things to happen.  You would never hear music from the sun.  Not 
ever.  You would never see a TV show.  Not ever.  All you’d see is snow and all you’d ever hear is hiss, 
occasionally punctuated by a crackle or pop or solar flare. 
 
But if you suddenly heard anything with 6/8 time and notes and harmony, you’d know it had an intelligent 
source, because music has rules – it has an alphabet, syntax, and semantics. 
 
Is it possible to say for certain that the noise from the sun could never produce music, or pictures on your 
TV screen?  Yes, it is.  Because the noise is produced by billions of fusion reactions happening every 
second, it is going to be statistically random – which means it’s uniform.  It doesn’t produce the irregular 
patterns that are characteristic of codes.  And it certainly doesn’t produce grammar or meaning. 
 
The reason the lowest level of language in communication theory is called statistics is because it has 
irregularities which have peculiar statistical patterns.  For example, English has many more a’s, e’s and t’s 
than q’s, v’s and x’s.  Q is usually followed by u.  But randomly generated characters will have uniform 
distributions. 
 
Music always has specific patterns: Sounds are harmonics of specific frequencies, and chords are made up 
of simple frequency ratios, like 2:1, 2:3, 4:3, 3:5 and so on.  Music has beats at regular intervals.  Noise 
cannot produce any of these effects.  It is statistically impossible.   
 
Noise + Information = More Information? 
 
The formula  
 
Random mutation + natural selection + time = Design 
 
Can also be written as: 
 
Noise + Filtering + time = Information 
 
And the two statements are exactly equivalent.  The first expression is the way a biologist would write it; 
the second way is the way a digital signal processing programmer would write it.  There is no difference.   
 
Stated this new way, can we find any examples from any branch of science, math or engineering where 
this is true? 
 
Have you ever recorded your favorite CD onto a cassette tape?  The tape always adds noise to the signal.  
It doesn’t sound as good as the original.  The whole purpose of noise reduction systems like Dolby is to 
minimize the noise. 
 
But once the noise is there, it’s there for good.  It’s impossible to take it away, and it wipes out 
information which can never again be recovered.  And there is no process by which the original quality of 
the signal can be restored, let alone improved.  The addition of noise to a signal irreversibly degrades the 
signal, and there is no process in any branch of engineering, digital signal processing, mathematics or 
science by which this process can be reversed. 
 
Mutations and Noise Cause Entropy 



 
As a matter of fact, this kind of information degradation is called Shannon Entropy, named after 
renowned Bell Labs researcher Claude Shannon, who wrote the landmark paper “The Mathematical 
Theory of Communication” in 1948.  This paper is one of the most important research papers ever 
published in the field of Electrical Engineering, defining the landscape of the digital age that was to come.  
Shannon’s paper tells you how to calculate how much information you can squeeze through a 56K 
modem, for example, before you reach the limit.  It tells you how much redundancy is necessary in your 
signal given a certain amount of noise; it tells you how much music you can fit on an audio CD. 
 
Shannon defined noise as the degree of uncertainty about what the original signal actually was, and when 
he worked out the math, the equation was exactly the same equation of thermodynamic entropy.  So he 
called it entropy.  Shannon entropy and thermodynamic entropy are not directly related to each other, but 
they are very similar both conceptually and mathematically.  If you understand one, you understand the 
other. 
 
Shannon’s paper deals specifically with statistics and syntax, the two lowest layers of information.  In 
Shannon’s paper, and in all digital communication systems, it is always a given that noise is bad – never 
good.  There is no instance in which it is ever considered good, and there is no process by which noise 
ever enhances the signal.  The entropy is irreversible. 
 
What is Information, and What is Not? 
 
At this point it may be helpful to point out examples of things that involve information, as well as some 
things that do not: 
 

o The air inside your house has a temperature, but that does not mean the air contains coded 
information.  But when you measure the temperature with a thermometer, the reading on the 
thermometer is now information because it is reported by an encoding / decoding mechanism.  My 
thermometer is digital and it says 69 degrees Fahrenheit.  Its encoding / decoding system 
(designed by a human being) measures the output from a sensor and displays it so I can read it.  
The number is expressed in a language that both the designer and me, the consumer, agree upon.  
If I change the display to Celsius, then I have agreed to use the designer’s alternate symbols for 
representing the temperature. 

o The sound of a dog barking outside is a form of coded information.  Dogs made different barking 
sounds depending on whether they’re sad, mad, or in heat.  Other dogs understand these signals 
and dog lovers do, too.  However simple dog barks may be, they still have statistics, syntax, 
semantics and intent. 

o A complex inorganic molecule may have hundreds of atoms and be very sophisticated, but it 
contains no information.  Why?  Because it represents only itself; it does not symbolically 
represent anything outside of itself.  It contains no message or code. 

o All information possesses the unique property of being copy-able.  This text you’re reading right 
now could be read aloud; it could be sent via email; a hard copy could be sent through snail mail; 
you could read it on a computer screen.  In each instance, the physical medium is completely 
different (sound vibrations, 1’s and 0’s, paper and ink, or pixels on the screen, respectively) but 
the message is exactly the same.  Patterns that do not contain the four layers of information I 
defined earlier do not have this property.  They can only represent themselves, and for those 
things, there is no digital code that can be perfectly copied. 

o As mathematician Norbert Weiner pointed out, information is information, it is neither matter nor 
energy.  It literally exists as an entity with its own unique dimensions.  Assuming (just for the sake 
of convenience) that there is no life on other planets, then planet earth is the ONLY place in our 
galaxy that contains any kind of information, because only planet earth has life.  Information is a 
property that is only associated with life. 



 
Werner Gitt’s 8-step proof 
 
The German professor Werner Gitt, in his landmark book In The Beginning Was Information provides a 
rigorously formal presentation of most of the concepts I discuss here, and his book is well worth reading.  
Gitt’s argument is summarized in the following 8 theorems: 
 
(1) No information can exist without a code.  
 
(2) No code can exist without a free and deliberate convention. 
 
(3) No information can exist without the five hierarchical levels: statistics, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, 
and apobetics [note to reader: apobetics is Gitt’s term, referring to the fact that there can be shown to be 
a will and a larger objective behind all instances of intent]. 
 
(4) No information can exist in purely statistical processes. 
 
(5) No information can exist without a transmitter. 
 
(6) No information chain can exist without a mental origin. 
 
(7) No information can exist without an initial mental source; that is, information is, by its nature, a 
mental and not a material quantity. 
 
(8) No information can exist without a will. 
 
These theorems are similar to the laws of gravity and the laws of thermodynamics, in that no 
counterexample has ever been found.  Gitt has presented this proof to university audiences of many 
thousands of people across Europe, and no one has ever been able to point out an exception.  Numerous 
rebuttals to Gitt’s theorems have been made, but in each instance, every one ignores or dismisses 
semantics and intent, properties that are essential to all forms of communication. 
 
Unless / until a contradictory example can be found, these theorems are taken to be universally true. 
 
Does matter have self-organizing properties? 
 
Yes, it does.  Thousands of different molecules occur naturally.  Weather patterns, fractals, turbulence, 
snowflakes and crystals are all examples of self-organizing properties of matter.  These things occur with 
no human intervention.  However it is a big mistake to confuse the self-organizing properties of matter 
such as these, with the notion that code, language and symbolic information can arise naturally.  Patterns 
are intrinsic to nature; language is not.  There is a vast difference between the two. 
 
Richard Dawkins’ Weasel, genetic programming, and Avida 
 
In Richard Dawkins’ book The Blind Watchmaker, he produces an illustration of evolution, designed to 
show that through a process of natural selection, even monkeys typing on typewriters can produce 
language.  He writes a computer program that in a series of steps, successfully converts random characters 
to the sentence 
 
METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL. 
 



The computer keeps any character that matches up to what it wants, and asks for a new random letter in 
the spaces where it doesn’t match up. 
 
Dawkins boasts that in less than 100 steps, the program produces the exact sentence he wants.  He goes on 
to explain, though, that this is only an illustration of evolution and not an example, since evolution has no 
end goal in mind.   
 
(Therefore his example is an illustration of intelligent design, though he never actually admits that.) Then 
Dawkins continues with another example which is similar to fractals.  This too is an example of 
intelligent design. 
 
There are numerous “Genetic Programming” software packages available which carry out examples of 
Darwinian evolution in a hyperspeed computer environment, so that progress can be seen much faster 
than is normal.  What all of these have in common is that the desired result is pre-programmed, making 
the program itself an example of intelligent design in every instance. 
 
The latest and most impressive (and much ballyhooed) Genetic Program is Avida.  According to the 
Digital Life Laboratory at Cal Tech which developed Avida, the program does the following: 
 
“Avida is an auto-adaptive genetic system designed primarily for use 
as a platform in Digital or Artificial Life research. In lay terms, 
Avida is a digital world in which simple computer programs mutate and 
evolve.   Avida allows us to study questions and perform experiments 
in evolutionary dynamics and theoretical biology that are intractable 
in real biological system.” 
 
Avida is a program that produces randomly generated variations of  computer programs and rewards 
successful mutations (success being broadly defined, sets of instructions that produce a variety of useful 
results) with more processing time and computing resources, giving less time and computing resources to 
unsuccessful instructions.   
 
First, lest anyone perceive that I’m disparaging Avida itself, I’d like to state that I think this is a 
fascinating program with enormous applications – for example, in debugging software.  Avida is capable 
of producing very novel new mechanisms for doing various kinds of computations, things that people 
might never think of.  Avida uses concepts from Darwinian evolution to improve computer programs, and 
it really does work. 
 
Nevertheless Avida is not a valid example of naturalistic evolution.  Some components of the computing 
environment are infinitely flexible, but others are rigidly fixed.  The systems that house the mutating 
programs do not mutate; only a specific portion of the system is allowed to mutate and evolve.  To frame 
this in the discussion of layers that I described before, one might say Avida performs random mutation of 
data at layer 6 of the 7 layer model, but the layers above and below are kept firmly intact. 
 
So Avida quite simply is an example of intelligent design coupled with natural selection.  I should also 
add that it also contains elements of deliberate selection, namely that unsuccessful mutations that exhibit 
certain promising characteristics that might eventually become successful are singled out and given more 
system resources.  This does not correspond to a naturalistic scenario, and it certainly fails to prove the 
basic formula of neo-Darwinism, “Random Mutation + Natural Selection + Time = Design.”   
 
Instead, Avida proves the formula: 
 



“Random Mutation of selected components + deliberate selection + time 
= design.”   
 
Again, this is an enormously useful program, with fascinating possibilities, but like all genetic programs, 
it’s an example of intelligent evolution, not naturalistic evolution. 
 
What’s the probability of producing code changes randomly with a real micro-organism? With 
human DNA? 
 
One of the simplest micro-organisms on earth is Nanoarchaeum.  It is a parasite, unable to live 
independently; some metabolic functions have to be carried out by its host.  Thus it is probably simpler 
than the first micro-organism, but it is useful for DNA study and as an example of “simple” life forms. 
 
Nanoarchaeum’s DNA has 490,885 base pairs (letters in its DNA), and just as in human language and 
computer language, an evolutionary improvement in the DNA would require not isolated changes to base 
pairs, but to a number of adjacent base pairs.  This is just like our efforts to change Easy Personal 
Protection Training to Fast Personal Protection Training.  Changing “Easy” to 
“Fast” and leaving the rest of the sentence alone – i.e. confining the change to four adjacent letters – is 
what’s necessary for a mutation to be useful.  So what’s the probability of this happening in a 
nanoarchaeum organism? 
 
Let’s say one base pair mutates.  What’s the probability of the one next to it mutating next?  There’s one 
on the right and one on the left, so the probability of this happening is 2 chances in 490,885. 
 
The probability of this happening yet again is 2 more chances in 490,885.  So what’s the probability of 5 
random mutations right next to each other?  The answer is: one chance in 3.6 x 1021.  Which is to say that 
if 1000 nanoarchaeums mutated 1000 times per second, this would happen only one time in the entire 
history of the universe. 
 
Remember, all I’m doing is require 5 mutations to occur next to each other; I haven’t even required these 
mutations to be helpful. 
 
Nanoarchaeum has 490,885 base pairs; a human being has about 3,000,000,000 base pairs.  What’s the 
chance of having 5 adjacent mutations in human DNA?  One chance in 5 x 1036, which is hideously small.  
To small for any reasonable probability for having ever produced the differences between, say, apes and 
man, in any reasonable span of time. 
 
At this point I should mention that there are other kinds of mutations – for example copying errors where 
words are inserted twice, letters are skipped, or multiple base pairs are inverted or transposed.  But this 
doesn’t help matters any, which again you will see if you try to improve your writing by inserting words 
twice, or inverting or transposing various words. 
  
How Language Proves, and even Defines, Design 
 
William Paley made the famous statement that if you found a watch lying in the woods, you would know 
it was designed by a human, using the following logic: 
 

Watches are well suited to the tasks of measuring time – therefore, watches are produced by an 
intelligent designer. 
 
Living organisms are well suited to the tasks of survival and reproduction; therefore, living 
organisms are produced by an intelligent designer. 



 
David Hume argued the opposite, essentially like this:   
 

If you say “Houses are the product of intelligent design – therefore it is probable that life forms are 
also a product of intelligent design,” this is a weak argument, because the analogy is weak.  
Houses and life forms are more different from each other than similar.  Life forms can arise from 
natural processes, even though houses can’t. 
 

So it has often been said by secular scientists that “The design argument has been invalidated,” and this 
statement normally refers to Hume.   
 
But here’s where Hume is wrong:  
 

Houses, watches and life forms have the following in common: Before being built, they are all 
symbolically represented by some form of language.  The idea comes before the implementation. 

 
Houses have a blueprint drawn up before they are built, and a blueprint is a form of language – it 
symbolically, abstractly represents the house.  Even if a blueprint is never drawn, the blueprint still exists 
in the mind of the man who builds it.   
 
Watches also have blueprints drawn before they are made, and even if a blueprint is never drawn, the plan 
still exists in the mind of the watchmaker first. 
 
In the case of DNA, DNA divides and produces a copy of itself, and eventually a copy of the entire 
organism, which contains DNA, which then reproduces and so forth.  But we have to ask where it came 
from in the first place.  DNA is a language just like English, just like blueprints, just like music and 
computer languages, therefore the first DNA required an idea that preceded the implementation. 
 
If any language could ever be shown to occur naturally, then Hume’s argument could stand.  But in the 
absence of such evidence, Hume’s argument shatters.   
 
Therefore we can formulate an airtight criteria for identifying Intelligent Design:  An object has been 
intelligently designed if it is symbolically represented by language before it is physically built. 
 
Or to put it another way: If an object contains any kind of code, it is a product of intelligent design, 
because code cannot arise without a mental process. 
 
The atheist’s riddle 
 
The atheist’s riddle is a question any child can understand, but no atheist can answer. 
 
 

The riddle is: 
 

”Show me an example of a language that does not come from a mind.” 
 
 
(There is no such language.) 
 
All codes, all protocols, all languages come from minds.  There are none that have been shown to have a 
naturalistic explanation.  All languages are intelligently designed.  I welcome all who disagree to produce 
a single counterexample. 



 
DNA is a language, therefore DNA was intelligently designed by a mind. 
 
“Okay, so what’s the difference between “evolution” as we use it in everyday conversation, vs. the 
way it’s defined by neo-Darwinism?” 
 
Evolution is a household word.  Many of us use this word every single day to refer to the experience all 
around us, of technologies, markets, ideas, and even ourselves making progress.  Technologies evolve.  
Markets evolve.  Ideas evolve.  We evolve. 
 
But consider this: All of our everyday-experience uses of the word “evolution” – technologies, markets, 
ideas – involve an intelligently directed process.  The only exception is when a naturalist is talking about 
Darwinian evolution.  There is no proof that evolution of any kind can succeed without intelligent 
direction.   
 
Evolution is chaos resolved by intent.  Intent is required for evolution to occur; it cannot occur by chance 
or accident. 
 
In what ways was Darwin wrong?  In what ways was he right? 
 
Have I proven that life on earth did not evolve from a single life form? 
 
No, actually I have not. 
 
Have I proven that man did not evolve from monkeys? 
 
No, actually I have not proven that either. 
 
Here’s what I have shown: 
 

1. I’ve shown that the information in biological systems came from a mind. 
2. I’ve shown that random mutations cannot possibly produce new information, significant new 

capabilities or new species. 
3. I’ve shown that the existence of coded information is direct evidence of intelligent design. 

 
So what does this say about Darwinism? 
 
First let me be clear that although Charles Darwin had no conception of DNA or how variations are 
actually produced in the first place, he was entirely right about natural selection.  And there can be no 
question whatsoever that life on earth has experienced dramatic changes over the last three billion years or 
so.   
 
In fact it’s a grave mistake to frame evolution and creation as mutually exclusive categories.  There is no 
question that evolution of some kind has taken place.  There is no question that we live in a very 
Darwinian, very evolutionary world.  There’s no disputing that. 
 
The real question is naturalism vs. intelligent design.   
 
As you can see from the discussion so far, naturalism spectacularly fails to explain where life came from 
in the first place.  It also fails to explain how more and more sophisticated life forms emerged later, 
because random mutations can’t produce significant improvements to organisms. 
 



From what I’ve shown so far, several possibilities exist.  I leave these as open questions for you to 
consider, and for scientists to investigate in decades to come: 
 

• There is no known mechanism by which the DNA of a dog, for example, can transform itself into 
the DNA of a horse.  There’s no mechanism for the DNA of an antelope to become the DNA of a 
giraffe.  Every antelope could desperately crave a longer neck; predators might find short-necked 
antelopes an easy mark; all those antelopes might seriously need long necks; but there is no way to 
“tell” the DNA to give its offspring something it doesn’t already have, even if you have hundreds 
of millions of years to work with.  DNA is just going to follow the rules of genetics.  A longer 
neck requires new vertebrae, new muscles, new tendons, longer veins and arteries, a longer spinal 
cord, and about 100 other things only a zoologist would know about.  The new DNA must provide 
for all of these things, and random mutation cannot possibly do that.  Not even a chance.  All 
random mutation can produce is birth defects. 

• Lamarckian evolution, the notion that animals pass learned traits to their offspring, has been 
thoroughly discredited. 

• This doesn’t necessarily mean that Giraffes didn’t evolve from Antelopes.  It just means that 1) it 
certainly didn’t happen through random mutation, 2) it didn’t come from antelopes stretching their 
necks further and passing a few millimeters of stretch on to each new generation, and 3) anyone 
who tells you they know for certain that this happened is only presenting a hypothesis, because 
they can’t explain how this happened. 

• Could there be a mechanism in antelope DNA that can produce a giraffe?  It could exist.  If it 
does, it would be a modification of Mendelian genetics, similar to the way that Quantum 
Mechanics is a modification of Newtonian Mechanics. 

• If such a mechanism were discovered next month, what might it tell us?  Einstein, relativity and 
quantum mechanics showed us that the universe was far more amazing and unpredictable than we 
had previously thought. Modern physics has shown us that the universe started at a single point in 
time; that it was not eternal as was previously thought by many scientists.  In the world of physics 
and astronomy, the idea of God is no longer being laughed at like it once was! A comparable 
discovery about DNA and genetics would undoubtedly reveal an entire new level of subtlety to the 
world of biology, and I believe, point even more strongly to a designer. 

• Such a discovery (were it ever to be found) would mean that DNA is a language that has the 
ability to modify itself in phenomenally useful ways. 

• Another possible discovery could be that far more information is stored in DNA than we 
previously imagined.  Right now, some scientists speak of “Junk DNA” – parts of our genetic 
code that appear to be useless.  My hypothesis is that most of this DNA serves a purpose that has 
not yet been discovered.  It might be an evolutionary, adaptive purpose that transcends current 
genetic theory. 

• It’s also possible to conclude, based on the available scientific data, that species of animals were 
discretely created by God.  The Cambrian Explosion, for example, conforms to what we would 
expect if that were the case – completely new phyla appearing in the fossil record, intact and 
complete with no intermediate forms. 

 
These are the ideas that ought to shape the dialogue between theology and science in years to come.   
 
Meanwhile, I believe that as we continue to decode the human genome (the work has barely begun) we 
will discover that DNA is an information storage protocol of unmatched sophistication, elegance, 
robustness and efficiency – not only giving us new insights into how to design our own computer and 
communication systems, but also pointing to the superior intellect of God, the Supreme Designer and 
Linguist, the WORD through which all things came into being. 
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